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Executive Summary
This report draws on 45 interviews with industry experts working
at the coalface of the UK’s data economy to explore the following
questions:
• What are the data analysis skills needs of leading companies?
• How do these companies find, manage and retain their data talent?
• How do policy and education need to change to improve the supply
of data talent in the UK?

I.

Context: UK companies across all sectors are experiencing a
quantitative turn
• There isn’t a ‘one size fits all’ for data analysis. The companies we have talked to can be
classified into four broad ‘data modes’ (Business Intelligence, Data–Intensive Science,
Web Analytics and Big Data), depending on the data sources they use and how they
apply their data.
• Big Data companies – the newest and arguably most innovative data mode – look for
valuable patterns in large and messy data sets, use those patterns to automate and
predict, and design systems (machines) able to learn over time.
• Data scientists have the hybrid skill set to do Big Data work. Although statistics is at the
heart of what they do, they also need programming skills to access and manage data in
the first place, and to create data products and services.
• Big Data companies are in the minority in our sample – they are a quarter of the
companies we interviewed – but this is changing, as more companies in other data
modes start experimenting with new and bigger data. For example, Business Intelligence
companies are moving from description to prediction, Data–Intensive Science
Companies are exploring new web data sources, and Web Analytics companies are
developing automated products and services.
• This experimentation is driven by supply–side factors (more data and better
technologies to deal with it) and demand–side factors (competitors are doing it, and
customers are demanding faster, more personalised services). As a result there is strong
demand for new types of data talent.
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II. Our interviewees report a severe shortage of UK data talent with the
right skills
• Almost all the companies we interviewed, regardless of their data mode, are looking for
analysts with a data scientist profile, including a mix of analytical and coding skills, and
creativity and business know–how.
• This convergence of data skills needs is driven by the increasing availability of bigger
and messier data in all sectors of the economy.
• Four in five of the companies we interviewed are, however, struggling to find the talent
they need. The skills shortages appear to be even more severe outside of London.
• Companies give several reasons for these skills shortages:
•
•
•

•

Data talent is in short supply: there are too few candidates with the skills demanded.
Data talent in the market lacks the right skills and experience: seasoned data
analysts are very expensive, and junior people require extensive training.
Data talent lacks the right mix of skills: good analysts often cannot code, and good
coders often cannot analyse. Data analysts with the commercial nous to create
business impacts are very rare.
Many companies lack the capacity to recruit data talent effectively. There are hurdles
in communicating data candidate specifications to HR managers and recruitment
agencies, assessing the skills of candidates, and understanding the business value
they can create.

III. The long-term outlook for the market for data talent is uncertain
• Some companies think that changes in education and new technologies (such as better
tools for data analysis) will alleviate the pressures on the market for data talent, while
others think that competition for data talent between sectors will heat up the market
further.
• Some companies are considering – or have already started – offshoring their data
analysis capabilities outside of the UK.

IV. Policymakers and educators need to take urgent action to address
the near-term problems
In the near term, action is needed to:
1. Develop the skills of the existing UK data workforce through targeted training and
Continuous Professional Development (CPD).
2. Build up the ‘data analyst’ profession to develop training standards, liaise with education
and raise awareness about the value of data analysis in business.
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3. Ensure UK employers can recruit overseas data talent to remedy current skills gaps.
4. Create better linkages between employers and universities.
5. Improve the supply of data talent with the right mix of skills from education.
In the longer term, the UK needs to:
6. Strengthen its education system to improve numeracy and data handling across the
board.
7. Change perceptions of data analysis as boring and uncreative.

V.

Managers can learn from the leaders in adopting good practices
• Data analysis work is often innovative: the rewards can be great, but so are the
management challenges in achieving them (and the risks of failure). The companies we
interviewed are developing good practices and strategies to overcome these challenges.

Action

Practice

1. Finding data
• Building a reputation for doing interesting data work by publicising 		
talent		 data analyses, participating in conferences and meet-ups, and 		
			 contributing open data and source code back to the community.
		
• Going where the talent is, including online communities and 		
			competitions.
		

• Working with universities to identify promising new talent.

		

• Always testing candidates for their technical skills.

2. Building data
• Creating balanced teams; does data analysis inside the company 		
teams		 require specialists or generalists?
		
• Creating diversity by design, because teams with varied skills and 		
			 mindsets are more flexible, innovative and able to learn.
		

• Developing a shared language to make communication more efficient.

3. Placing talent in
•
the right part of 		
the organisation		
			

Setting up central data teams helps build a critical mass of data
skills, but there is a risk these teams can become ivory towers.
This can be avoided by creating strong communication channels 		
with the rest of the organisation.

		
• Embedding data talent in other business functions improves 		
			 communications, but can result in silos. This can be avoided by 		
			creating data talent communities spanning the organisation.
4. Data playing,
• Empowering data talent: Creative data analysts are most productive 		
and doing		 when working in interesting projects over which they have a feeling
			 of ownership.
		
• At the same time, it is important to channel talent into activities 		
			 that create business value, preventing data analysts from going 		
			 down analytical rabbit holes where there is little business value.
		
• Failure is a reality of all innovative projects – including data analysis
			 work. This risk of failure has to be accepted and managed.
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1.

Introduction

The human face of the data revolution
Every day brings a new story about the explosive pace at which data is being created, and
about the business opportunities and threats that this represents.1
Many of these stories focus on the raw material – the high volume, variety and velocity data
sets that businesses can now access – and on outputs – the services and platforms built with
this data. The critical stage in the middle – the actions that transform data into value for users
and shareholders – receives much less attention.
Yet, we know that amassing data on its own does little for the bottom line – data needs to be
analysed, and the insights applied, and this involves skilled workers.2 Algorithms might well be
the commercial workhorses of the data economy, but they are created by human talent.
What are the skills and competences that leading companies look for in this data talent? Where
do they find it? How do they manage it? Will the education system be able to supply it?
These are the questions that we address in ‘Skills of the Datavores’, Nesta’s programme of
research into the workforce skills implications of the data economy that we are running in
partnership with Creative Skillset and the Royal Statistical Society.3 This report is the first
output from that research programme.

The context for our research
Analysts have always flocked to data–rich industries, and new professions and academic
disciplines such as actuarial science, operations research, financial mathematics and
epidemiology have emerged to deal with new sources of industry data.4
This is happening again. Innovations in software, hardware and networks have given rise to
new and big data and also, in parallel, a new profession – ‘the data scientist’ – to analyse
it.5 In most definitions, data scientists have programming and database skills to access and
‘wrangle’ unruly data, statistical skills to extract insights from it, and the business knowledge
to transform those insights into impacts.6 A growing library of consultancy reports, executive
surveys and business anecdotes suggests that people with these skills are in short supply.7
However, not everyone is sold on the idea of data scientists. Some say that looking for them
is like ‘chasing unicorns’, because people able to master all those skills are so rare.8 Others
complain that the data scientist label has become too vague a description of an occupation
to be useful in practice.9 There is also scepticism about whether a data scientist is a novel
occupation, or rather a rebadging of existing ones like ‘statistician’ or ‘data miner’.10 Others
still question the extent to which data science is relevant to industry in general as compared
to a small elite of the most data–intensive companies.11
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There is a risk that confusion around skills might prevent businesses from exploiting new data
opportunities. It makes it difficult for employers to recruit the right talent, and for talent to
find what jobs to apply for. It makes it challenging to communicate the value of data talent
inside businesses. And if the relationships between new occupations like ‘data scientist’ and
existing disciplines are unclear, it makes it harder for educators to design programmes that
address the needs of industry, and for businesses to know who to speak to in universities.

About this report
We have interviewed 45 experts involved in recruiting and managing data talent with the aim
of clarifying these issues. We want to understand what specific skills businesses want from
their data talent, identify good practices when it comes to recruiting and managing them, and
determine how policy and the education system must adapt to improve the supply of data
talent in the UK (see Box 1 for an overview of our research methodology).
In a companion report, to be published later this year, we continue studying these issues
through the lens of a sample survey of UK firms. There, we will also look at the link between
data talent recruitment and management practices, and financial measures of business
performance.

Structure
Section 2.

Looks at how the companies we interviewed use data, and what this means for their data
analysis skills needs.

Section 3.

Considers the UK labour market for data talent: the profile of the ‘perfect data analyst’ that
businesses are seeking, and the talent that is available in the market. It also considers the
future evolution of the labour market for data talent.

Section 4.

Presents the implications for policy and education.

Section 5.

Presents the implications for business managers.
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Box 1: An overview of the methodology
This report is based on 45 interviews with industry experts including managers of data teams,
data scientists and HR managers. The sample was designed to include companies that use
data intensively and could therefore be expected to employ data talent. We considered
seven sectors (Creative Media, ICT, Financial Services, Manufacturing, Pharmaceuticals, Retail
and ICT). Most of our interviewees worked in large companies, although we also had a small
proportion of SMEs and three individuals (two independent consultants and one investor).
The interviews were conducted by two teams (IFF Research and Nesta) working in
coordination. IFF undertook 30 interviews, and Nesta did 15. The interviews were semi–
structured, and covered topics including the analysis of data inside business, the skills needed
to do so, how data talent is recruited and managed, the existence (or not) of skills shortages
and potential policy actions. Two–thirds of the interviews were conducted over the telephone,
and one–third face–to–face. On average, the interviews took one hour to complete.

SECTOR
Creative media
ICT
Pharmaceuticals
Financial services
Manufacturing
Retail
Other

SIZE
9
8
7
6
6
6
3

Large (>250)
Medium (50–249)
Small (<50)
Individual

25
8
9
3

Scope and terminology
Our main focus in this report is not on engineers who develop and maintain a company’s
data infrastructure (and who often work in IT departments), as important as this function is
for collecting and making data available to others in the business.12 Rather, we focus on those
analysts whose job is to extract insights from that data – when talking about them in general,
we use the terms ‘data talent’ or ‘data analyst’ interchangeably. When referring to what they
do, we use the term ‘data analysis’.

10
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2. Data

frame: how are UK 		
businesses analysing their
data, and what does this 		
mean for their skills needs?

I. Data modes
There is no data ‘one size fits all’
We have found great variation in how data is used and, correspondingly, in the data skills
make–up of the existing workforce across the companies that we interviewed.
This is not simply caused by differences in their analytical sophistication, but also in the types
of data that matter to them, and the business models they use to create value from data. So,
for example, the methods to extract insights from social media differ from those needed to
optimise a logistics operation. Designing clinical trials to test the effect of drugs over months
or years requires different skill sets from designing algorithms to assess a lending prospect in
the blink of an eye. It is important to avoid thinking of data analysis as a ‘monolith’ that looks
the same in every organisation and sector.
We have classified the companies that we interviewed into four data modes depending on
what are now three standard features of the data they use13 (Table 1):
• Volume: How big is the data? This refers to the volume of the data sets that are analysed.
Smaller data sets can be analysed in a single conventional computer, while larger data sets
might require dedicated clusters of such computers, or high–end parallel processing.
• Variety: How varied is the data? Variety refers to the number of data sources that are
combined for analysis, and how structured and clean the data is. Structured data is often
available in ‘flat’ tables, and ready for analysis. Unstructured data like text, video or audio
needs to be processed to extract information from it before the analysis even begins.
• Velocity: How quickly is the data accessed and analysed? Some companies need to analyse
the data they capture instantly (‘online’) to deliver services like online banking or targeted
advertising, while others do this periodically (in ‘batches’).

MODEL WORKERS How leading companies are recruiting and managing their data talent
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TABLE 1: THE FEATURES OF EACH DATA MODE

Data mode
BUSINESS
INTELLIGENCE

DATA–INTENSIVE
SCIENCE

WEB ANALYTICS

BIG DATA

Data volume

Medium

Large

Medium/Large

Large

Data variety

Low – mostly
structured

Low – mostly
Semi–structured
structured 		

High – often
unstructured

Data velocity

Slow (batch
processing)

Slow

Fast

Fast

Dashboards
New products
and reports		
			

Dashboards,
reports and
experiments

Automated 		
systems for
decision–making

Data talent
BI and analytics
involved
professionals
		
		
		

Digital marketers

Data scientists

Data outputs

Specialised
academic
disciplines e.g.
computational
biologists

Business Intelligence mode
Business Intelligence companies tend to rely heavily on
structured data about financial and operational performance
and customer transactions, accessed through relational
databases like SAS, and analysed ‘in batch’ in data
warehouses and data marts.14
The primary outputs of Business Intelligence are descriptive,
and include reports and dashboards tracking Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) to support decision–making
by managers.15

I think the key point is that analytics and appropriate
dashboards and self-service Business Intelligence
is just much more widely available, so many more
people in the company can access it. Now they are
making decisions in a much more informed way,
using data and fact. It’s definitely helping them make
informed decisions because they can refer to what’s
happening with this particular product, or what’s
happening with our customer base, the demographics
of whoever, and whatever.
(Large Financial Services Company, FS3).16

Companies in this data mode generally recruit from a well–defined set of disciplines into
widely recognised occupations such as Business Intelligence and Analytics roles.
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Data–Intensive Science mode
Science–based industries like pharmaceuticals often have
to work with large data sets such as genetic sequences
and randomised clinical trial data. This data is generally
structured:17

What’s different about the Pharmaceutical
industry is a lot of the data that we collect to make
decisions; it’s not data that is collected for any
other purpose - it’s very targeted. We decide what
data we’re going to collect, run the trial to get the
data, make sure it’s validated properly, and then
use that data to make a decision.
(Small Pharmaceuticals Company, P7)

Data insights are used throughout the Research and
Development process, including in drug discovery and
in clinical trials. Although traditionally analysis has been rooted in the experimental method
(collecting data to test specific hypotheses), access to more data is leading to a ‘Fourth
Paradigm’ for scientific discovery where pattern recognition plays a stronger role.18

The questions that come back are much more complicated than what they were.
So, someone’s been taking a drug for ten years, experiences an event. Is it the
drug, is it complication, is it the condition, how do you answer that in a scope of
having access to real world patient records?
(Large Pharmaceuticals Company, P2)

Data–Intensive Science businesses primarily recruit from well–established academic
disciplines like epidemiology and computational biology.

Web Analytics mode
Companies in the Web Analytics data mode collect and
analyse data from website users to track web and ad
campaign performance, often in real time. Some of this data
– such as event streams and server logs – is semi–structured,
and can require substantial processing before analysis.
The analysis is generally descriptive, and often involves
tracking high–frequency web metrics, and segmenting
customers. ‘A/B tests’ are used to test the popularity
of online features and content, and of promotional
messages.19 The results are used to redesign websites,
improve conversions and increase the return on marketing
investments.
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Data–driven design is at its most powerful when it is responsive, when you
can iterate fast. What that means is that, in order to run a test, you have to get
the artist and the coder but also get the back-end programmer to rewrite the
analytics database in order to track the data you need.
(Small Creative Media Company, CM8)

Web Analytics companies employ digital marketers who use solutions like Google Analytics,
Adobe Digital Marketing Suite and Webtrends.

Big Data mode
Recent advances in hardware, software and cloud services
have made it possible for businesses to access and
process massive volumes of data. This data often comes
from the web, in unstructured or semi–structured formats,
like text, audio and video content, web logs or network
data – and at a fast velocity.

Big data/data science refers to the arrival of new
sources of data and a data infrastructure to make
things scalable. There are more tools to work with
data.
(Large Pharmaceuticals Company, P4)

This has created substantial opportunities for innovation, linked to:
• Revelation: Data about users’ online behaviours helps firms understand their preferences, as
when a query in a search engine tells advertisers something about the interests of the user.
This data can be mined for new and valuable insights.20
• Automation: Patterns in the data can be used to predict behaviours and outcomes, and
deliver personalised services at scale and in real time.
• Learning: Machine–learning methods make it possible to improve the performance of big
data–driven products and services dynamically, as they ‘learn from their mistakes.’21
These opportunities are often best exploited by building new products and services e.g.,
search, and implementing new features into existing services e.g., recommendation systems in
e–commerce sites, driven by algorithms based on these analytical insights.

Enter the data scientist
Innovating with big data requires new skills: for example, messy data has to be cleaned before
it can be reliably analysed. Visualisation techniques beyond familiar charts are needed to
discover and communicate patterns in complex data sets.22 The insights from analysis are
often implemented in data products.23
In the late 2000s, Silicon Valley companies working with big data like LinkedIn and Facebook
started referring to workers with these skills as ‘data scientists’.24 The hybrid nature of their
skill set is also picked up in our interviews:
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A Data Scientist is an analyst or data analyst who also writes code – who also
does code transformation of data. While people who just do data analysis,
that’s a business analyst and we have a specific role for business analysts in our
organisation. I also separate that narrow view from a Data Engineer who does
not do analysis but just does engineering or data engineering. So it’s a relatively
easy Venn diagram.
(Medium Creative Media Company, CM4)

Two previously separate areas have come together, programming and software
engineering, and then statistical analysis and the whole mathematical side. I
come from the engineering side. We don’t have any people coming through aside
from those who have done it on the job who have those two blended. Those who
would have strong mathematical abilities but also can program and understand
the realities of running large–scale production systems.
On the flipside, there are those who have software engineering and
programming ability but don’t have necessarily the statistical analysis and
modelling background, so understanding clustering etc. that we look at. So
bringing these two strands together is currently the problem we’re tackling.
Bringing these two streams together is the key in data science/analytics. It’s
an approach used to understand and approach data and form hypotheses to be
tested with data and then be able to build systems out of that.
(Large Creative Media Company, CM9)

In Box 2, we look at the relationship between data science and statistics.

The tools (and traits) of the trade
The data science field is evolving, and so is its toolkit, which mostly consists of open source
(free to use and modify) resources including the Hadoop framework for parallel data
processing, Cassandra (a data store optimised for large data sets), Pig (a language to query
unstructured databases) and R (an application for statistical programming).25

Box 2: What is the relationship between data science
and statistics?
There is a long–running debate about the relationship between statistics and data science
amongst practitioners and educators (Shalizi, 2012). We also explored this issue with our
interviewees. In general, they agree that statistics is a core component of the data scientist
skill set – the ‘science part of data science’ (Wladawsky–Berger, 2014). As one of our
interviewees put it:

Some data scientists I meet, they’re just data engineers, they’ve never done
a regression analysis . . . so that’s not a data scientist in my book (…) A data
scientist has to be at least partially working with statistics and knowing the math
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behind statistics which a lot of data engineers are not that familiar with – or not
to that degree.
(Medium Creative Media Company, CM4)

Having said this, some of our respondents highlight important differences between the way
things are done in statistics and in data science:

The difference between statisticians and data scientists is that they approach
problems/think differently: statisticians develop algorithms to solve a problem;
data scientists scale those algorithms to serve thousands of users.
(Large ICT Company, ICT6)

Traditional statisticians look at a reservoir, and data scientists look at a river
flow of data (including third party data sets) to identify patterns there that can
trigger real-time actions.
(Large Creative Media Company, CM6)

This distinction reflects the computer science and engineering aspects of data science: data
science is not just about writing research reports and papers, but also building new tools and
products (Dhar, 2014), which requires coding skills. This problem–oriented feature of data
science makes it multidisciplinary and pragmatic, and very open to borrowing techniques
originating outside of statistics, such as machine learning algorithms from computing, graph
theory from maths, and text–mining techniques from linguistics. (Breiman, 2001, Cleveland,
2001, Varian, 2012). Of course, some self–defined statisticians do work in this way, but it is
perhaps less part of their formal training and approach.
Another distinction sometimes made is that data scientists tend to be more focused on
big data – that is, large unstructured data sets. Some statisticians argue, however, that
their strength is in the analysis of data sets (large or small), and that some data science
practitioners may be good at collecting and storing data, but that their analytical skills and
knowing what the data can actually tell them may be weaker.
It is clear that linguistic debates in this area will continue for some time. More prosaically
we have heard of statisticians who are changing their job title to ‘data scientist’ as a way of
gaining recognition and a financial premium in the job marketplace.

Going beyond specific tools, we hear that data scientists have a ‘creative’ and passionate
attitude to data that combines the rigour and curiosity of the academic researcher and the
pragmatism/resourcefulness of the hacker.26 Like academics and software developers, data
scientists often participate in innovation communities – this includes contributing to open
source projects and expert websites like Stack Overflow, and getting involved in meet–ups
and hack–days to share experiences and skills. This helps them showcase skills and learn
about the latest developments in the field:

I find it more useful to send people to meet–ups because lots of meet-ups do
‘how-to’ sessions and walk you through a process of working with a tool for an
hour or two. Or meet-ups for a weekend of hacking data where you can go and
pick up some new skill sets for free – just by going to the meet-ups. Someone
will go to a conference and pick up a new skill set and mentor the rest of the
team together.
(Medium Creative Media Company, CM4)
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II. Big data convergence:
how the data landscape is evolving
Big Data companies are in the minority, but perhaps not for long?
As Figure 1 shows, businesses operating in the Big Data mode make up around a quarter
of the organisations we interviewed.27 They are primarily Creative Media, ICT and Financial
Services companies providing online content and services – for example, social games, web
advertising and online banking.
Most Pharmaceuticals companies we interviewed specialise in Data–Intensive Science, and
all our Manufacturers follow a Business Intelligence approach. Retailers with large ‘bricks and
mortar’ operations also use Business Intelligence, while e–commerce companies employ Web
Analytics.28

FIGURE 1: DATA MODES BY SECTOR IN OUR SAMPLE
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Business Intelligence

Big Data

This picture is not static though. Although there remain uncertainties – and in some cases
scepticism – about the hype surrounding Big Data (as one of our interviewees puts it, it can
feel like ‘a solution looking for a problem’), the overwhelming majority of the companies we
interviewed are taking steps, albeit to varying degrees, in a Big Data direction. As one of our
interviewees put it:

Big data is overhyped. Those who are sceptical about it are wise, but too much
scepticism would be foolish.
(Large Financial Services Company, FS9)
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The change we see is being driven by supply and demand–side factors.
On the supply side, more and more data sets – including open government data and
unstructured web data – are becoming available for analysis, and new technologies and cloud
services are lowering the costs of data storage, management and analysis. Our respondents
are also bringing together a variety of data sets previously kept in siloes with the goal of
gaining a ‘single customer view’:

Now we record every item of our stock, all the way through its life, every single
day, until it’s bucketed and disappeared, so that’s 12 billion records a year. Even
two years ago, we couldn’t have imagined doing that.
(Large Retail Company, R5)

There are more sources out there and a lot more desire to use those sources.
(What triggered the idea for investing in data analytics as a business tool) was
understanding that there were new sources of information and that our business
is changing and we have to show additional value for our products, and having
information to describe the value becomes more and more imperative. We also
understand that information is critical in finding new products so there is that
emphasis and finally everybody is doing it.
(Large Pharmaceuticals Company, P5)

On the demand side, there is an increasing recognition of the commercial value of large–scale
data analysis, in some cases inspired by the activities of Big Data companies like Google and
Amazon, in others by changes in customer expectations (for example, the growing demand
for personalised services).

I think the most important thing that is going to happen in the next years is that
patients will have much more of a say as to what is happening to their healthcare
and they will drive information flow. We talk about the healthcare ecosystem
evolving and at the core will be patients and they will demand information about
themselves and ways of how they might benefit and about their ability to almost
decide the best path forward for them in healthcare.
(Large Pharmaceuticals Company, P3)

The result is much experimentation. Pharmaceuticals companies are using unstructured
data from internet forums to evaluate drug safety, manufacturers are exploiting machine
sensor data to speed up product development, and retailers are mashing up various data
sets to decide where to locate their stores. Companies operating in the Business Intelligence
data mode are applying sophisticated data–mining algorithms to move from description to
prediction. As a consequence of all this experimentation, the demand for new types of data
talent (including data scientists) is growing rapidly in all sectors.
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3.

The labour market for 		
data talent

I. What makes the perfect data analyst?
One of the most striking findings from our interviews is the remarkable similarity in the
profile of the data talent that companies are looking for. Regardless of which data mode best
characterises the business. Many of the companies that we interviewed are demanding people
with the mix of skills used to define data scientists – including analytical and programming
skills, and business knowledge (see Table 2 for the profile of the perfect data analyst). We
think that this is being driven by the increasing awareness of the opportunities that big data
present for innovation in all sectors.

TABLE 2: THE PROFILE OF A PERFECT DATA ANALYST

Description
Core skills

• Analytical: strong mathematics and statistics foundation.
• Technical: programming and database skills.

Domain and business • Knowledge of the sector: understanding data sources and real–
knowledge
world situations and processes behind the data.
• Awareness of business goals and processes: Knowing the business		
		 questions that matter, and how data fits with the organisation.
Soft skills
• Storytelling: Ability to transform analytical insights into actionable 		
		 – and compelling – business recommendations.
• Team–working: Enjoy working with people from different disciplines.
Competencies
• Analytical mindset: Being able to re–formulate complex questions 		
		 as analytical tasks.
• Creativity: Knack for generating unexpected solutions to problems,
		 and exploring data from different angles.
• Curiosity: Wanting to understand how the world works.
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The core skills
All our interviewees agree that a strong analytical
foundation is essential for a data analyst – the clear
majority of our interviewees prefer to recruit people from
quantitative disciplines like statistics, applied statistics,
the physical sciences, computer science and engineering.
They also look for candidates with strong computing skills
including computer programming, and database design
and operation.

The key skills are deep understanding and data
basing skills, high performance computational
science skills, the analytics aspects, the
mathematics and statistics and AI, that sort of
thing, and then the business acumen.
(Large Pharmaceuticals Company, P5)

These skills are widely seen as transferable across sectors:29

I found these skills are incredibly transferable and we recruit analytics staff
from other sectors e.g. manufacturing, finance and retail as they do the same
thing we do and have large data sources. For example, someone in finance uses
data as predictive models of how someone is likely to default on their mortgage.
We are doing predictive models based on patient attributes – how likely they
will be hospitalised in the next six months. The topic is very different, but the
techniques are very similar.
(Large Pharmaceuticals Company, P5)

Regarding skills levels, PhDs are particularly valued insofar as they prepare individuals for
solving problems conceptually and, in some cases, working with large data sets.30

When we talk about data and data sciences, in some ways you are talking about
research and research methods; quantitative and qualitative analysis, hypotheses
testing, and that fundamental and deep understanding of research methods
using data (collecting, correlation, causality) you tend to only find that people
who’ve done PhDs, less so MAs.
(Small Creative Media Company, CM5)
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Domain and business knowledge
Domain knowledge is also considered important by our
interviewees. In some cases this means strong sector–
specific expertise – understanding the theories that
explain relationships in the data, and knowing data sources
and their limitations:

I think you would normally be looking for a
science background, typically a biological science
background, and that just really matches with the
type of data that we’re collecting.
(Small Pharmaceuticals Company, P7)

Businesses also say they want applicants who have a general knowledge of business
processes and goals, and who understand that data analysis is not an end in itself, but a tool
to achieve business outcomes. This business knowledge allows data analysts to identify those
questions that are important for their organisation:

Again, I think the danger is the data science tag is bringing in a lot of people
where the coding and the science bit is more important; they are fascinated
about how to do the analysis rather than what the analysis is actually going to
deliver to the business. (…) You talk to some people who are data scientists and
they absolutely get it, they understand that anyway. You get others where you get
very arcane debates about coding and R and Python and God only knows what
else.
(Large Retail Company, R3)

Soft skills
Many of our interviewees say they look for data analysts
who can use data to tell compelling stories:31

There is such a massive need to balance the
technical side of things, the ability to handle data
and the ability to translate it into something that
means something in a business context. That’s
the bit that is most valuable to us. You can turn a
few million lines of data into a table, but unless
you can read that table and talk about what
the implications are in the context of whatever
question is being asked or whatever changes are
being proposed, then it’s useless information.
(Large Financial services company FS4)

The ability to work with people from other disciplines is also important. This does not just
refer to other analysts, but also to people in different parts of the business that might be less
data savvy – including managers and domain experts in other departments:
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The predictive models that we use need to draw on the domain/subject expertise
of others in the organisation. However, it can be difficult to build communication
between analytics experts and domain experts because of differences in
language, and lack of trust.
(Large Public Sector Organisation, O2)

Competencies
The competencies or attitudes that our interviewees
look for in new data talent include an analytical mind–
set (the ability to take a complex issue and transform it
into a set of analytical tasks that can be tackled using
data), curiosity (a passion for understanding how the
world works, and for finding interesting patterns in
data) and creativity (the ability to combine ideas from
different domains in order to find unexpected solutions to
problems):

Human Resources here had kittens with me
because I said I wanted to leave a half-repaired
radio or a Meccano set not completed, or some
sort of Lego half built in the waiting room, and
just wait and employ the guy who tried to work out
how the Meccano should fit together while they
were waiting (for their job interview).
(Large Retail Company, R3)

II. Desperately seeking data talent
What is the experience of the companies we interviewed in the market for data talent in the
UK? Are they finding people with the skills that we have described? The answer, consistent
with previous studies, is a resounding no. The overwhelming majority – as much as four in five
of our interviewees – reported difficulties recruiting data talent in the UK.32

The available data talent is not up to it…
The most common explanation for skills shortages is that candidates lack technical skills and
hands–on experience working with data. The companies we interviewed are caught between a
rock and a hard place: recruiting experienced talent is extremely costly; inexperienced recruits
are cheaper, but they can take months to start contributing to the business:

The skill set in-house inside the country is quite limited. To an extent, with
university degrees, they’re not… practical, tied to what the business requires….
If you’re taking on a graduate, then you need to train them for about a year, to
get the results you want. It’s fine to train people from university but not to reteach them.
(Large Manufacturing Company, M4)
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A small number of interviewees are worried about the average quality of UK graduates
compared with those from other countries like China or India, as well as from Eastern Europe:

At (previous company), we used to take a lot of Indians and Chinese. The quality
of the education in order to deliver this skill set was in advance of your average
UK. If you’re only going to recruit from Oxford, Cambridge, Imperial, then
you’re probably alright, but not everybody wants to come work for a start-up.
If you go out of the top three or four universities, you could probably get better
abroad.
(Medium–sized Financial Services Company, F7)

The supply of data talent is insufficient…
Other interviewees say that the volume of data talent is insufficient to match demand, which
again makes it expensive to recruit. Pharmaceutical companies in particular feel that the
labour market for certain data disciplines is thinner in the UK than in other countries:

For the past few years the UK is not a great place to find people who are very
numerically trained. I say that quite generally. I think it’s a good place to find
general statisticians – actually, when you get down to epidemiologists, or
informaticians (…) that’s always been a big gap to have that high–end people
compared to the US.
(Large Pharmaceuticals Company, P2)

This problem appears to be more severe outside London, where companies struggle to attract
data talent. One of them goes as far as saying that they are considering opening an office
in London primarily to access data talent. At the same time, some of our London–based
interviewees are concerned about ‘overheating’ in the data labour market because of growing
demand from companies in the Tech City digital cluster in East London.

It is hard to find people with the right mix of skills…
Some companies we interviewed say that the problem is not finding discipline specialists, but
people with a hybrid skill set. Most candidates may be good analysts, but poor coders, for
example (or the other way around):

Right now, we have a situation where we have ‘kids’ under 30 who are very, very
talented in programming and we try to get them to use things like R and they
can implement it but they don’t know what it means.
(Small Creative Media Company, CM5)

In other instances, data analysts who are technically proficient lack the domain expertise and
business awareness to thrive in industry:

You have to have somebody with a very strong technical background, but you
usually find the ones with the very strong technical background are not the ones
adding the most value, they are the ones crunching the numbers and they are
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not adding the insight to the numbers. Definitely everybody that I‘ve interviewed
in the past two years for these specific roles …you just get two types of people,
actually you get three types. One that’s very, very technical… would be great if
you could lock him in a room and he doesn’t have to do anything else. You get
another one that if he didn’t have to do any technical work he’d probably be
decent. And you get the rare type, which is the combination, which is very, very
hard to find.
(Large Financial Services Company, FS1)

Businesses lack in-house expertise to recruit data talent…
Internal confusion about what data analysis involves also creates challenges for effective
recruitment, particularly for companies experimenting with new types of data and analytical
techniques.
For example, some of our interviewees say they struggle to convince their HR departments
that data analysis roles are different from IT roles, and end up having to sift through piles of
irrelevant applications for those jobs. Finding relevant candidates through recruiting agencies
is also challenging (and expensive).
Managers who are not themselves data specialists are unable to assess candidate skills (this
problem is intensified by analysts getting on the ‘data bandwagon’ and padding their CVs
with data–related buzzwords even though it is unclear what their actual skills are). Insufficient
appreciation of how data can create value inside a company also limits the salaries on offer
for data analysts:

There’s not enough understanding of it at the senior executive level in the
company, I don’t think I’m speaking out of turn here. I’m not sure there is a
full enough appreciation of it, though they might challenge that. Just education
and proving to them in practice. I think they have to see things, rather than just
explaining theory, they need to see actual impacts on the day–to–day operations
from using data analytics.
(Large Financial Services Company, FS2)

III. Where to now? The future evolution of the
market for data talent
Over time, there are some forces that could alleviate the skills shortages we have just
described. This includes better analytics tools that reduce the need to hire data analysts,
changes in the educational offer in response to business needs, and an improved
understanding of data analyst roles and functions inside business. Will these changes be
sufficient to remove the recruitment challenges reported by our interviewees?

Some expect skills shortages to become less severe
Universities are starting to combine analysis and computer programming in new degrees, and
this should make it easier to recruit graduates with the right skill set:
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Some academic programmes are trying to mix computer science with statistics
and business and I am starting to see some master’s programmes in analytics so
there is promise.
(Large Pharmaceuticals Company, P5)

Five years ago academia didn’t really want to talk to us, thinking it was a
smutty industry and they didn’t want to deal with us. I think they’re beginning
to change. They are now keen to talk; it’s just occasionally they want different
things than we do from the process, but it’s getting there.
(Large Retail Company, R3)

Others expect that new tools will automate and commoditise many current data analysis
functions:

We have a new product offering (product name) which is designed to address
the skill shortage we see around data scientists and to allow customers to
get started with small to large data sets more quickly by providing an easier
interface where the tool will automatically go and run a large number of
(models) and return to the user findings ranked by interestingness.
(Large ICT Company, ICT7)

Some of our interviewees go as far as predicting a future where a group of elite data workers
develop easy–to–use tools that are applied by a mass of data savvy users, with analysts who
are ‘in the middle’ all but disappearing from the workforce.

Others think the market for data talent will only heat up further
There are other forces at play, however, that, according to some of our interviewees, will
intensify the demand for data talent. Most obviously, there are the increasing volumes of data
that can be analysed, and increased competition for talent from different sectors:

Skills shortages will get worse. I think in the future it will become an issue. I can
think about the volumes of data that we have to deal with compared to what it
was years ago,(…) and the ability to do that and the skills required to do that
will just increase.
(Medium–sized Manufacturing Company, M6)

More competition between sectors – we’re just competing against lots of
different industry sectors in (Name of company); it just makes it difficult, we
have to compete with banks, professional services as well as competing with our
own industry, it slows it down and increases the amount of work for people.
(Large Creative Media Company, CM2)
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There are also doubts in the minds of some respondents about whether the UK education
system is able to respond fast enough to the demands of industry, and deliver the data talent
that is needed:

I can see business schools are starting to create some Information Systems
courses. While they tended to be on the Engineering side, the Computer side,
it’s shifting slowly, but I don’t think there’s enough promotion. It will be totally
irrelevant if (…) we don’t get there in a very short period.
(Large Manufacturing Company, M4)

I expect that is probably going to get worse as time passes because it’s not likely
that the market signals that there’s a shortage will get through to young kids
when they’re considering what courses to do at university, so I expect it will
just get worse. I think it’s for anyone who deals with data; it’s not exclusive to
marketing or banking or insurance.
(Large Financial Services Company, FS4)

One of our interviewees pointed out that more and better tools for data analysis might in fact
increase overall demand for data analysts by allowing smaller businesses to set up their own
data teams:

(Companies that) would’ve just outsourced the analytics to an Experian or
Equifax, because they couldn’t have afforded the entry cost to do it themselves,
and it wasn’t worth doing in-house. It’s now a lot easier to build a team of two or
three people so there’s a lot of demand increasing quite rapidly.
(Large Retail Company, R3)

There is also some scepticism about the extent to which tools will be able to truly replace
data analysts:

Most companies are developing technology solutions to talent problems.
Data analyses are made available to people with lowest common denominator
skills, people who are not able to interrogate the data intelligently. American
companies are proficient at producing user-friendly Graphical User Interfaces
that simplify and automate, but it isn’t clear who is checking the work. This
creates situations where ‘big data’ can create (and compound) big mistakes.
(Large Creative Media Company, CM6)

It is also unlikely that off–the–shelf tools will satisfy the skills needs of companies at the very
cutting edge of their sectors. This is because these companies’ capabilities to create value
from data change rapidly as new data comes online, whereas automation is based on past
best practices and methods. As a consequence, the competition for high–end talent among
those companies can be expected to remain fierce.
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Data offshoring
Finally, some companies say that they are considering offshoring, or have already offshored,
UK data analysis capability to locations where talent is easier or cheaper to recruit, such as
India and China:

I think in industry we’ll see a lot more offshoring, potentially to deal with the
skills shortage. Looking to China or India or other low cost base countries,
the staff would probably be based over there, the cost effect is stronger if they
reside in their home countries. I can see that happening in terms of increasing
internationalisation of skills and people. You could then tap into a wider base of
analysts.
(Large Retail Company, R2)

Some express concerns about the long–term implications of this offshoring for the UK skills
base and their companies’ ability to deal with data.

But for the long term I see it as a risk to the UK and US industries in this field
because the people onshore aren’t going to have the skill sets to fill those roles.
I think it’s less about skills and more about experience, so they’re not going to
have the experience of working on and managing complex data capture.
(Small Pharmaceuticals Company, P7)
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Implications for
educators and policy:
improving the supply of
data talent in the UK

Although making any predictions about the future evolution of the market for data talent
is hazardous, what appears clear is that UK–based businesses will, in the near term at least,
continue to suffer from recruitment difficulties.
This should be a concern for policymakers, because it hinders UK companies’ ability to
compete in data–driven markets, where there are often strong first–mover advantages (think
of social networking or e–commerce, for example). It might also lead UK businesses to offshore
their data capabilities in a way that erodes the UK’s analytical skill base, and also reduce the
attractiveness of the UK as a location for global companies looking to invest. In the short term,
there are several areas we detail where action can be taken to improve access to data analysis
skills for UK businesses caught in the midst of what seems to be a data talent crunch.
Our findings also have implications for higher education: many of the companies we
interviewed complained about problems with the data talent graduating from UK universities.
Some are also concerned about the quality of analytical training in schools (compounded by
negative perceptions in the eyes of young people of data analysis as a career), and the longer
term implications this has for the supply of UK data talent.
In the rest of this section, we identify seven areas for action, drawing on the suggestions from
the companies we interviewed.

Skills
1.Develop the skills of the UK data workforce
Professional bodies, such as the Royal Statistical Society, and the
Sector Skills Councils should consider ways to develop the skills of
established professions like statisticians, computer scientists and
social scientists to fill the skills gaps in business. As we mentioned
above, in some instances candidates already have one of the
essential ingredients (e.g. strong analytical or coding skills, or
domain knowledge) but are missing the other. Universities could
play an active role through Continuous Professional Development
(CPD) programmes and short training courses to build pools of
talent with the mix of skills that business need.
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This effort also has a local economic development angle, and not just because companies
outside of London appear to be facing more of a struggle when they try to recruit data
talent. Research in the US suggests that there are local knowledge spillovers from company
investment in big data skills – that is, companies benefit from investments in data talent by
others in their vicinity.33 In England, Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) should consider how
they can encourage these spillovers, and kick–start virtuous cycles of data skills development,
by bringing together local universities with industry to improve the supply of data talent. They
should also explore if there is scope for targeted incentives to encourage business to train
their data workforce, perhaps with support from existing programmes like the Department for
Business, Innovation and Skills’ Growth and Innovation Fund and Regional Growth Fund.

2. Build up the data analyst profession
A number of our interviewees suggested that intermediary organisations such as industry
associations and professional bodies have a critical role to play in developing data
communities of practice and establishing training and qualification pathways:

Maybe an industry body would be an appropriate way of bringing people
together, the organisations so they can get a wider view of what’s needed and
then can push institutions to promote these courses.
(Large Retail Company, R2)

An example of one such body in the UK is the recently established Society of Data Miners
(SocDM), which aims to ‘increase the beneﬁts of data mining to society by raising awareness
and bringing the analytics community together as a true profession.’34 More established
bodies such as the British Computing Society, the Royal Statistical Society and the
Operational Research Society all cross over into this emerging field. It remains to be seen
whether a single industry body arises in this area, if some collaboration between existing
bodies emerges, or if the field remains relatively fractured.
In addition to developing certification standards, liaising with education and raising
awareness, stronger professional bodies can also act as a forum to showcase good practices
for the management of data talent, and improve knowledge–sharing between industries.

I think there is this potential that we start to get this cross-industry discipline
talking going on to see a bit of interchange from people moving from one sector
to another. I think that has got the chance to bring skills bridges that we would
never have seen before.
(Large Pharmaceuticals Company, P2)

3. Ensure access to overseas talent
Given the acute nature of the skills shortages, policymakers should consider how they
can attract skilled immigrant labour (including international students in courses related to
advanced data analysis). Some of the companies we interviewed were concerned about a
further tightening of immigration policy:
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It’s all about skill shortage and I think the biggest threat is probably
immigration. We already have problems because we are cut off from American
talent and Indian and Chinese talent. If we are potentially cut off from European
talent I don’t see how London as a tech sector can survive. We need that talent
to move forward.
(Large Pharmaceuticals Company, P3)

Some options include improving the UK employment prospects for foreign graduates after
they complete advanced data analysis courses at UK universities. Recent policy changes have
acted in the opposite direction; in particular, the closure of the Tier 1 Post Study Work (PSW)
route, which has reduced entitlement of international students to work in the UK, and more
stringent university accreditation procedures. The UK government needs to project a more
positive image of the country to overseas data talent if it is fortunate enough that the talent
wants to work in the UK. The government should also consider extending the Tier 2 Shortage
Occupation List to incorporate data scientists.

Education
4. Establish closer links between employers and
universities in the data area
Many of the businesses we interviewed complained that
university curricula remain too theoretical, and fail to
reproduce key features of ‘real world’ data analysis work (not
least having to work with big and messy data sets).
The result is that students graduate lacking important skills for industry. Sectors Skills
Councils should play an active role in communicating to universities the skills needs of the
industries they represent, and universities should consider how they can adapt their curricula
in order to address those needs (this includes exploring options to combine traditional
lecturing with the wealth of high–quality content in Massively Open Online Courses (MOOCs),
as well as hands–on work with free tools and open data sets).
New fora bringing together universities and data–intensive businesses should be explored
(perhaps under the auspices of the National Centre for Universities and Business (NCUB)).
The recently founded US National Consortium for Data Science (NCDS) is an interesting
model, aiming to ‘help the US take advantage of the ever increasing flow of digital data
in ways that result in new jobs and industries, new advances in healthcare, transformative
discoveries in science, and competitive advantages for US industry.’35 It sets out to achieve
this through a data observatory (providing a shared infrastructure where members can access
big data sets for analysis), a data laboratory (a test–bed for experimentation with big data
technologies) and a data fellows programme to train ‘tomorrow’s data science leaders.’36
In principle, given its focus on unlocking value across the ‘data value chain’, the Connected
and Digital Economy Catapult (CDEC) could play a similar role to NCDS (although its current
focus is on R&D and commercialisation rather than skills development and training). The
Data Science Institute at Imperial College is also an interesting example of a ‘single point of
contact’ for companies interested in big data that other universities might want to imitate.
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5. Improve the supply of data talent with hybrid skill sets from education
Our research strongly supports the idea that UK universities are failing to produce graduates
with the skills mix that data–driven businesses want. Perhaps this should not be a big surprise:
there have long been concerns about how funding and organisational factors create hurdles
to interdisciplinary teaching and research in UK universities.37 While, say, the US major/minor
system allows students to choose two fields of specialisation when they do a degree, UK
students typically specialise in a single field. Anecdotally, one of our interviewees mentioned
that PhD programmes in the US are in general broader and less specialised than in the UK too.
Research Councils and universities need to think hard about how they can create incentives
for the sorts of interdisciplinary teaching and research that will produce tomorrow’s data
talent. One of our interviewees used Stanford University to illustrate how an institution can
(literally) build structures for collaboration and knowledge–sharing across disciplines.

In Stanford, Computer Science, Information Science and Statistics buildings are
located in a triangle 100 meters away from each other. This is not an accident.
Proximity means that there is cross-pollination (and cross-listing) of faculty, and
also a flow of students between departments.
(Large Company Financial Services, FS9)

There are some initiatives in place to encourage disciplinary linkages in the UK. The Network
on Computational Statistics and Machine Learning (NCSML) funded by the Engineering and
Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) brings together experts from the statistics and
Artificial Intelligence fields in workshops, seminars and conferences.38
Meanwhile, the Nuffield Foundation’s Q–Step programme aims to boost the quantitative
analysis skills of students in other disciplines (in this case, the social sciences). This is being
done through 15 Q–Steps centres which are developing innovative courses, work placements
and pathways to ‘promote a step–change in quantitative social science training in the UK.’39
There is no reason why a similar initiative could not be put in place to boost the programming
skills of statistics graduates – or the analytical skills of computer science ones.

6. Strengthen the UK education system to improve numeracy and data
handling across the board
The long–term supply of data talent for UK businesses depends, of course, on what happens
in schools. Ensuring that they equip young people with numeracy and data–handling skills is
critical, as these are the basic building blocks for future data analysts, as they are for other
STEM occupations. The UK is however at the bottom of the league table when it comes to
quantitative skills.40 The introduction of new ‘Core Mathematics’ qualifications is a welcome
step in the right direction, generating options for mathematics study post–16 for those who
do not take A–level mathematics. We need to ensure that data handling, problem solving and
statistics are core elements of mathematics education.41 These skills are not always easy to
assess through exams, and so thinking also needs to be done about method of assessment in
these areas.
In addition to ensuring that the mathematics school curriculum is fit for purpose, and that
educators have the right skills to teach it, schools, industry and parents should look for
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ways to harness the current proliferation of coding clubs and after–school tech activities to
introduce young people to creative data analysis (potentially using the wealth of open data
that is becoming available). Attempts to adapt education models like School of Data which
have been successful in other settings to schools should be encouraged:42

One of the things that could happen is more focus in schools using those data
sets for projects or within A-level syllabuses. There’s a huge amount of data on
Data.gov. Are 17 year olds pulling out APIS, ASBOs, traffic offences, and using
that? That makes it interesting and often you’re using the last quarter’s data ...
and pulling out quite interesting insights from it.
(Medium–sized Financial Services Company, F7)

7. Change long-term perceptions of data as boring, and data-related 		
jobs as uncreative
Our research has confirmed that data analysis work involves a high degree of creativity,
and is central to some of the most exciting and innovative businesses in the UK economy,
from developing new games to discovering new drugs. Yet, in spite of this, our interviewees
complained that there remains a perception that data is associated with dull jobs, and also
that data analysis is only relevant to a small number of industries.43

I think there’s a lack of awareness that there are careers in this field, I think
that people that could be really good at this, when making career choices,
won’t necessarily know that these roles exist, and not just that they exist, but
exist outside of Google as well. There will be people who love fashion, and love
working with computers and data, and they probably have no idea that there’s a
way they could bring those two things together.
(Large Financial Services Company, FS4)

The companies we interviewed agree that in order to address this, businesses need to find
ways to communicate the importance of data as a driver of innovation and growth across the
UK economy. This is something that itself will require a great deal of creativity, but it is not
impossible, as made clear by the success of the Next Gen Skills coalition in getting educators,
parents and young people enthused about computer programming, a subject that many had
previously considered dry and dull:

I think there is a responsibility for business to describe how data is really
important. Pharmaceuticals is a good example; you’ll get lots of things
where you’ll see pipettes and “This is how we create a drug.” No, you do an
unbelievable data analysis at the back–end. It’s the data analysis which is the
important bit; (the pipette) is the generic piece. How do you bring that alive and
talk about that story and make it exciting?
(Medium–sized Financial Services Company, F7)
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Implications for
managers

What does our research mean for managers? It paints a challenging picture: while everyone
agrees on the importance of data, it is not clear how to exploit it, and the talent that is
essential for doing so is hard to come by. There are very few people out there (‘unicorns’)
with the mix of skills that industry wants. The challenges are compounded by the fact that
data analysts are creative individuals, doing innovative work – motivating such workers, and
managing risky projects only adds to the difficulties.44
In this section, we describe how the leading–edge companies we interviewed are dealing with
this situation, building their data capabilities and creating value from their data (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2 PRACTICES TO BUILD DATA CAPABILITY
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I. Finding talent
The companies we interviewed are adopting a variety of approaches to stay ahead of other
employers in the race to recruit data talent. This includes:

Building a data reputation
One way of attracting data talent is by building a reputation
for doing interesting work with data – in other words, by
being seen as ‘a place to be’ for data talent.

Most people who apply to LinkedIn, or Facebook
or Google, they don’t go to recruiters, or jobfairs
or anything. They apply directly because they think
what a company does is amazing. And that’s in large
part saying what you’re doing in public – and the
technologies you’re doing and what you’re using and
the cool stuff you do with technology.
(Creative Media Medium–sized Company, CM4)

This can be achieved by contributing to open source projects, publishing interesting (open)
data sets and findings, and speaking at public events and conferences. Companies operating
in less data–intensive sectors can turn this situation to their advantage by presenting
themselves as ‘greenfield sites’ where ambitious data workers can make a difference, and
enjoy the opportunity to work with new and interesting data.

Going where the talent is
As we said, data talent (especially data scientists) are
often active participants in online communities such as
Stack Overflow, LinkedIn groups, and competition sites like
Kaggle. They also like to attend meet–ups, hack–days and
conferences. Some of the companies that we interviewed
frequent these places in the lookout for talent:

I always like (going into fantasy–land) to look for
talent in places I know people who want to push
themselves or who are ambitious might be, so I just
recruited a guy from a hack–a–thon in Shoreditch.
I will look at the people I see there and the top 50
(hackers) under 30 and lists like that in magazines
and go after people.
(Medium–sized Financial Services Company, F7)
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Working with universities
Some of the larger companies we interviewed, particularly
in the pharmaceuticals sector, have put in place specialist
data graduate and work placement programmes. Others
in industries not traditionally known for hiring data talent
have started holding lectures at universities, and mentoring
students to signal that they are in fact active in this area:

We did a lecture about big data and aspects of it. (It is)
important for us to get our name out there as a place
that would be interesting to work. Put ourselves in
front of students and community building and building
bridges into education, not necessarily via the traditional milk round open day, we
try to go in at a grass root level, lectures and getting involved with projects.
(Large Creative Media Company, CM9)

Always testing candidates for their technical skills
All of the companies we interviewed conduct in–depth
testing of the technical skills of their applicants. Companies
lacking the skills to do this internally are advised to work with
external experts to design and evaluate those tests.

II. Building data teams
‘Finding unicorns’ with the right mix of skills is an arduous task. In response to this, the
companies we interviewed are opting to build teams that bring together the variety of skills
needed to create value from data. As Booz and Hamilton put it recently, ‘data science is a
team sport’.45 In putting together these teams, the companies that we interviewed are:

Creating balanced teams
What is the right balance between specialisation and
generalism? Specialisation can enable companies to operate
at the cutting edge of a smaller area, but reduce their
flexibility to resolve problems elsewhere. In general, we find
that larger team sizes allow for more individual specialisation:
large companies can afford to recruit deep experts (people
working in ‘niches inside niches’), while smaller companies
tend to opt for generalists who can turn their hand to
different tasks:
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This is in part because specialist skills can be underutilised. Many of the problems
(our data scientists face) can be optimised along many dimensions of quality. You
want a single individual to own a problem like that, instead of splitting it up between
individuals. A generalist is preferable because he will be able to perform well across
several dimensions of the problem, while a specialist will excel in a single dimension
but will need help from others for everything else.
(Small ICT Company, ICT1)

Creating diversity by design
Several companies we interviewed stressed the importance
of building diverse teams. Diversity increases the
probability that someone in a team will be able to deal
with unanticipated problems. Diversity also generates
opportunities for learning inside the team, which is an
important motivator for data analysts.46

The best teams I’ve ever seen are the ones that
have a combination of unique individuals or across
the team, to be able to understand what the data is
showing, and the ability to feel and cross–reference
that versus the real world ( …)The teams that are
most productive have the ability to mine the data for
unusual insights, non–obvious insights, and be able to identify that in the real
world, and then be able to take it to, “So what for the business?”.
(Small Retail Company, R1)

Developing a shared language
Building a data team is not just about the people. It also involves developing a shared culture,
language and standards, and putting in place systems to ensure that project lessons and
outputs (including intermediate outputs, like analytical scripts) are preserved for future use.47

I think productivity requires an ability to reuse
information and not reinvent the wheel every time.
To set certain standards about definitions so you only
have one version of the truth and things like that…
Re–use, and using what you’ve done before as a
repository you can draw on for the future rather than
it just being a throw away each thing done by itself,
and it has no value in the future.
(Large Financial Services Company, FS2)
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III. Placing talent
Choosing where to locate data talent inside the business is a big question for our interviewees
– and the answer depends on the company. In some cases, firms create a central data analysis
unit serving the needs of other departments. In others, data analysts are embedded across
the organisation.48 Each approach has its pros and cons.

If you have a central data team, beware of becoming an ivory tower
Concentrating data talent in a central team has its advantages:
it creates a critical mass of skills, which is good for learning and
allows for more specialisation (see above). It also prevents analysts
from becoming too wedded to the needs of a single part of the
organisation, and encourages standardisation of tools and of data.
The major risk is that the central unit becomes isolated from the rest of
the company, restricting access to knowledge and insight from other
departments, and in extreme cases developing an ivory tower mentality.

I don’t think data is useful when it’s shoved into a corner
next to HR. The data people start believing the data is
right. Psychology, entertainment, human gut instinct are as
important to promoting success with games. The designers start seeing data as
the thing their enemies use to get them to do a thing they don’t want to do. My
operational preference is for the data people to be embedded in the design team
or the game team itself. The statisticians need to have an understanding of what
their data is going to be used for.
(Creative Media Independent Consultant, CM8)

The businesses we interviewed employed a number of strategies to avoid this, including:
• Putting business–savvy data analysts in charge of identifying and feeding business
questions to the data team, and of communicating analytical results to the rest of the
company.
• Rotating data talent through other departments to build their domain expertise and
networks, and also seconding domain experts from other departments to the data
analysis team.
• Creating tools to democratise access to data across the company, so that other
functions can self–service routine data needs.49

If you have embedded data teams, beware of creating silos
One advantage of embedding data talent in departments across
the company e.g. in Marketing or in Logistics functions, is that
analysts have more direct exposure to the burning questions for
that department, and are closer to the data needed to answer
those questions.
But embedded data talent comes with its own challenges, not least
the risk of data fragmentation and siloed thinking:
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One person would not be able to move from one department to another without
there being some sort of learning curve, even though they are using what’s
essentially the same data; the fact it’s structured differently means there’s a
learning curve, even though they are using the same tools.
(Large Financial Services Company, FS4)

The companies we interviewed try to avoid this by setting up communities of practice for data
analysts across the organisation, and defining central standards and good practices for data
analysis.

We’re taking steps to create the community of practice to actually help them all
the follow best practice even though they’re dispersed into the business.
(Large Financial Services Company, FS3)

IV. Playing and doing
A consistent theme in our interviews is that data analysts (and data scientists in particular)
are often passionate about what they do: beyond financial rewards, they are motivated by the
opportunity to discover new and interesting patterns in data, and to gain recognition among
their peers.50 Companies who want to retain their data talent – an important consideration in
today’s labour market – are looking for ways to harness these motivations, while at the same
time creating business value. They do this by:

Empowering data talent
A strong finding in the literature is that individuals in
creative occupations perform best when they have a feeling
of ownership over their projects, and data analysts are no
exception.51 The companies that we interviewed variously give
their data analysts opportunities to develop their own project
ideas, run internal competitions, and ‘mix things up’, offering
project variety and challenges to test analysts’ skills and create
opportunities for learning. As part of this, some companies try
to replicate the workplace culture of ‘startups’

Our data scientists are motivated by freedom, a culture of moving fast and
breaking things, and the opportunity to do high impact, interesting work.
(Small ICT Company, ICT1)

The main motivation is that we are that startup environment. It’s a lean team.
Everyone needs to pull their weight; we have very open communication. We
have a good atmosphere and culture, and that’s self–reinforcing.
(Medium–sized Financial Services Company, F7)
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Channelling talent into activities that create business value
The aforementioned freedoms need to be balanced against the
imperative for data analysts to deliver business value.

It is important to give data scientists freedom; there is tension,
though, between ‘academic’ freedom to research (doing R&D),
and achieving narrow business objectives, which requires
thinking of data scientists as a cog in the machine.
(Large ICT Company, ICT5)

One risk – intensified by the difficulties finding business–savvy data analysts – is that analysts
get carried away by the data and go down ‘rabbit holes’:

Great data analysts are rarely great completer/finishers, because they just like
looking in more and more detail, so you need a defined scope on a piece of
work, what the objectives of it are, and what the timescales are, in order to make
sure that what you get out at the end is exactly what you set out to achieve at
the beginning, rather than random down a rabbit hole type route that one of the
analysts might have taken.
(Large Financial Services Company, FS4)

Close communication with other departments to ensure that data analysts are addressing the
questions that matter is one way to manage this risk.
Another solution is to create high levels of visibility about the impacts of data analysis on the
bottom–line in order to motivate data analysts to create value. As one of our respondents put
it, ‘data analysts can be highly competitive (you have to be to do a PhD), and often motivated
by metrics’.

Accepting and managing failure
Data analysis projects (particularly where they use big data) are frequently innovative, and
therefore risky. The companies that we interviewed were in general stoic about the need to
accept and learn from project failure, but were also keen to put in place practices to insulate the
businesses from the downside risks when they (inevitably) materialise. These include defining
key project parameters, including goals and duration, early on, explicitly framing data projects as
pilots or prototypes, and using formal development methodologies like ‘agile’ or lean production.

At the beginning of a project, the team will collectively examine the business
problem and brainstorm what techniques to use in order to generate insights.
We maintain a discipline in terms of ensuring ROI for projects, and stopping
data scientists ‘going down rabbit holes’.
(Large Creative Media Company, CM7)

We are looking for problems with a big data solution. We identified a set of
questions and turned them into pilots. There is always the risk of project failure;
even if the project doesn’t fail, there is still a ‘so what’ question. We contained
the risk by keeping pilots short and focused.
(Large Pharmaceuticals Company, P4)
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Conclusions

At the beginning of this report we posed three questions. What are the data analysis skills
needs of UK companies? How should companies find, manage and retain their data talent?
And how do policy and education need to change to improve the supply of data talent in
the UK? Our interviews have revealed wide variation in practice amongst businesses which
serve to highlight the trade–offs that managers face when answering these questions, and to
pinpoint where policy action is needed.
We have argued that businesses making use of data analysis can be characterised as
operating in one of four distinct – albeit, in some cases, overlapping – data modes, depending
on the sources of data they use and on how they apply their data. As many as one in four of
the businesses represented in our interviews can be classed as working in a Big Data mode,
and this proportion is growing.
The fusion of data analysis and computer programming skills that are demanded by Big
Data work is giving rise to the burgeoning profession of the ‘data scientist’. In fact, all the
practitioners we interviewed, regardless of data mode, were in one way or the other looking
to recruit talent with this skill set.
This has allowed us to specify a profile for the ‘perfect’ data analyst in the eyes of firms. This
talent has core analytical and computing skills, strong awareness of business issues, is highly
creative and curious, has the ability to transform analytical insights into compelling business
propositions and is a strong team–player. It should come as no surprise therefore that this
talent is in short supply, with as many as four in five of businesses represented in our study
reporting difficulties in recruitment.

How can the growing skills shortage be addressed?
In the near term, policymakers should work with professional bodies, Sector Skills Councils,
universities and LEPs to develop CPD offers to upgrade the skills of the existing UK data
workforce. Professional bodies should also do what they can to support the development of
data analysis communities of practice and the ‘data analyst’ as a profession.
Policymakers also need to ensure that wider changes in immigration policy do not restrict
UK employers from employing highly skilled data talent from overseas, precisely when skills
shortages are becoming more severe.
Universities and industry are already making efforts to bring higher education in this area
closer into line with what businesses need. Such efforts need significantly stepping up,
however, and again Sector Skills Councils and bodies like the NCUB have an important role to
play. UK universities are not alone in facing such challenges, and much can be learned from
good practice in other countries.
In the longer term, the UK needs to strengthen its education system to improve numeracy
and data handling skills across the board – including in schools – and promote the benefits
of a career in data analysis to young people. It is critical to find ways of communicating the
creative aspects of data analysis work, and its relevance across the economy, from drug
discovery in pharmaceuticals to audience insight in creative media.
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What tactics are businesses using to deal with the challenges of finding
data talent, and organising it to create value?
The companies we interviewed are deploying a variety of tactics to manage these difficulties.
They are actively building their reputations as ‘places to be’ for data talent, participating
in online communities, making contributions to open source projects and engaging in
data prediction competition platforms. In many cases, they are working more closely with
universities. In all cases, they are using rigorous procedures to test candidates’ technical skills
when recruiting.
However, despite all these efforts the perfect data analyst can be elusive. Businesses are
therefore recruiting workers with complementary specialist skills to create teams with the
required mix of skills. A diversity of skills is good for problem–solving too and creates learning
opportunities for team members – which is a key motivator for data talent (though, as in
other new multidisciplinary fields, firms are grappling with the challenge of creating common
languages, standards and work cultures as a result).
More generally, as with other highly intrinsically motivated individuals, data scientists need to
be empowered to make their own decisions based on their insights (echoing our findings from
our earlier Datavores research),52 given high levels of visibility for their work and allowed to
take risks.
The interviews in this study have been with practitioners working at the coalface of the UK’s
data economy. The insights will be of interest, however, to all businesses (as well as public
sector bodies and not–for–profit organisations) considering how to develop their capabilities
for data analysis in a labour market where talent is increasingly in short supply.

Next steps
This report was based on 45 qualitative interviews that have given us a rich understanding
of the demands and realities of data analysis work in a sample of UK businesses. As a follow
up, we are collecting survey and financial data from a much larger sample of companies to
quantify many of the issues described in this report – including the perceived severity of
skills shortages, sources of data talent, analytical methods used, and management practices
adopted to create value from data talent. We will report our findings later in the year.
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Manyika et al. 2011. Mayer–Schönberger and Cukier 2013.

2. Hasan Bakhshi, Albert Bravo–Biosca, and Juan Mateos–Garcia 2014.
3. By ‘datavores’ we mean those companies that are making a sophisticated use of data in their in their decision–
making (Bakhshi and Juan Mateos–Garcia 2012) (Brynjolfsson, Hitt, and Kim 2011).
4. Just considering the period between 1900 and 1994 (when Netscape Navigator was released, arguably taking
the World Wide Web into the mainstream) we find William Sealy Gosset advancing the field of statistics while
working at the Guinness Brewery in Dublin; IBM researcher H.P. Luhn proposing the idea of a Business Intelligence
systems, an “automatic method to provide current awareness services to scientists and engineers” (1958); John
Andrew McQuown establishing Wells Fargo Management Sciences Division to model financial markets and execute
trades using computers (1964); and Grant Harrison working with Clive Humby to launch Tesco’s ClubCard loyalty
programme, partly to track customer behaviour in order to personalise promotional offers and monitor market
trends (1994). (Luhn 1958; Bernstein 2012.)
5. Loukides 2010. Patil 2011.
6. Conway 2010. Provost and Fawcett 2013. Patil 2011. Schutt and O’Neil 2013.
7.

According to (Manyika et al. 2011), by 2017 the US will suffer a shortage of ‘deep data talent’ of up to 190,000
people. (Harlan D. Harris, Murphy, and Vaisman 2013) claim that 80 per cent of the new data scientist jobs created in
the US between 2010 and 2011 have not been filled. Almost two–thirds of the UK managers surveyed by Teradata in
2013 believe there are skills shortages around big data/data science/data skills (Teradata 2013). Research by e–Skills
UK shows that 57 per cent of UK companies recruiting people with ‘big data skills’ experience difficulties finding the
right talent (e–Skills UK 2013).

8. Harris et al. 2014; Gill Press 2014.
9. Davenport 2014.
10. Cosma Shalizi 2012.
11. e–Skills UK 2013.
12. e–Skills UK 2013. Kandel et al. 2012.
13. Unsurprisingly, these are the same data features that were originally used to define ‘big data’ (Laney 2001).
14. Watson and Wixom 2007.
15. Booz Allen Hamilton 2013.
16. In the quotes that follow, we use an abbreviation of the sector (e.g. FS for financial services), and a number to
distinguish between respondents.
17. Bell, Hey, and Szalay 2009. JISC 2014. National Research Council (US) Committee on Frontiers at the Interface of
Computing and Biology 2005.
18. BBSRC 2014.
19. Manzi 2012.
20. Dhar 2012.
21. Varian 2013.
22. Harlan D. Harris, Murphy, and Vaisman 2013. Dhar 2012. Wladawsky–Berger 2014.
23. Booz Allen Hamilton 2013 contains a detailed list of the analytical techniques used.
24. Patil 2011; Loukides 2010.
25. See Patil 2011 for an overview of the technologies they use. King and Margoulas 2014.
26. Booz Allen Hamilton 2013; Dhar 2012.
27. Our interviewees were not randomly drawn from the population of UK businesses, so obviously these proportions
are not representative of the wider sectors where these companies operate.
28. It is important to note that our allocation of companies into data modes was based on the experience and
activities of our interviewees – there is scope for variety in data modes inside the same company. For example,
pharmaceuticals companies do Data–Intensive Science in drug discovery, but might use Business Intelligence
elsewhere in the business e.g. in logistics, or marketing.
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29. See also (Dhar 2012) on the issue of ‘problem isomorphism’ across industries.
30. Patil 2011.
31. Shah 2014.
32. This number is based on those interviewees who were asked specifically about skills shortages (30). Although
interviewees in the rest of our sample did in some cases mention shortages, we did not feel that their responses
were strictly comparable and therefore decided to exclude them from the analysis.
33. Tambe 2013.
34. SocDM 2014.
35. http://data2discovery.org/about/
36. Ahalt 2012.
37. Rafols et al. 2012; Docherty 2014.
38. http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/statistics/research/csmlnetwork/
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40. http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/sites/default/files/files/Is%20the%20UK%20an%20Outlier_Nuffield%20
Foundation_v_FINAL.pdf
41. Porkess, R. and Dudzic, S. (2013) ‘A world full of data: Statistics opportunities across A–level subjects.’ Available
from:http://www.rss.org.uk/uploadedfiles/userfiles/files/A-world-full-of-data.pdf
42. http://schoolofdata.org/
43. Of course, it can be argued that the rising wage premium for data analytics will take care of this itself, but it can take
a long time for such messages to get from the marketplace into the minds of school career advice centres, parents,
and young people. Therefore, some kind of industry action to circumvent this lag effect would be helpful.
44. Amabile 1997; Sutton 2001; DeFillippi, Grabher, and Jones 2007.
45. Booz Allen Hamilton 2013.
46. Laurianne McLaughlin 2014; Patil 2011.
47. Kandel et al. 2012.
48. Booz Allen Hamilton 2013.
49. Patil 2011.
50. Patil 2011; Cathy O’Neil 2014.
51. See references in endnote 44.
52. Bakhshi, Bravo–Biosca and Mateos–Garcia op. cit.
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